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Worldwide, popular policy:

Most common goal: reduce air pollution.

Ancillary goal: directly lower traffic congestion.

Implemented in Mexico City, Santiago, São Paulo, Bogota, Quito, 
Manila, Beijing. Planning stage in Jakarta.

Studied more than any other traffic policy:

Mostly aggregate results on air pollution.

Mixed results: Mexico (no effect, Davis 2008) vs Beijing 
(reduction in pollution, Viard and Fu 2015).

What do we know about driving restrictions?
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Car driving restrictions based on license plate numbers

Odd numbered plates allowed on odd days, and vice-versa

Scope:

Applies to National Capital Territory of Delhi

Monday-Saturday, 8am-8pm

Exemptions: CNG cars, taxis, motorcycles, women drivers

Two short-term rounds:

1-15 January 2016 (trial period)

15-30 April 2016

Delhi’s Odd-Even Policy
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What is the impact on traffic congestion?

Detailed travel time data from Google Maps 

What do drivers do on days when their vehicle is 
restricted? How are they affected?

Daily behaviour from driver phone survey

Study Design



Evidence on Traffic Congestion
Google Maps API data
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Crowd-sourced accurate travel time data

Data collected every 20 minutes on 150 routes in Delhi.

Data collected using the Google Maps API daily since January 1st 2016 on 186 routes (shown above), 150 of them within Delhi.
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1. Significant reduction in travel time excess delay

January April

On average, Odd-Even decreased the travel time excess delay by 12%.
2 minutes reduction in 40 minute trip.
Impact is a third of the improvement on a typical Sunday.
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3. Impact similar in April

January April

Similar reductions in excess delay: 12% (January) and 10% (April)
The difference is not statistically significant. 
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Daily Average Travel Times in January (Round 1)

Odd-Even

Jan 1-15

Republic 

Day

1st day after 

Odd-Even 1.0

This graph shows daily average travel time (normalized per kilometre) between 8am and 8pm, averaged on 150 routes within Delhi.
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Daily Average Travel Times in April (Round 2)

Odd-Even

April 15-30

1st weekday after 

Odd-Even 2.0

This graph shows daily average travel time (normalized per kilometre) between 8am and 8pm, averaged on 150 routes within Delhi.
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Strong perceived impact on road traffic congestion

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report an inconvenience during their commute related to traffic congestion. The 

exact question is “Did you face any inconvenience during your commute today?” and the respondent’s answers are coded without 

prompting or reading out the options. “Before” covers the period April 11-14, “During” covers January 4-15 and April 18-30, and 

“After”  covers May 2-7. Results from regressions that control for use of any type of car. Similar results without controls.

Much fewer complaints about traffic congestion during the Odd-Even trials, 
compared to before and after.
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Strong perceived impact on road traffic congestion
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• 10-12% reduction in travel time excess delay due to 
Odd-Even is significant and economically important

• The London Congestion Charge led to a 30% reduction 
(note the completely different settings)

• Impact of Odd-Even similar between rounds.

• Nearly all routes witnessed improvements.

Summary – Impact on Traffic Congestion



Evidence on Driver Behaviour
Driver Monitoring Survey
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How do drivers react to restrictions?

Do drivers cancel trips and work trips?

What are their main transport alternatives?

How are satisfaction and inconvenience affected?

Methods: 

Drivers recruited in gas stations before policy

Phone follow-up surveys on daily outcomes

Followed same individuals in January and April

Driver monitoring survey
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Did you use your (primary) 4 wheeler today?

High Levels of Self-Reported Compliance (but not perfect)

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report using their primary 4 wheeler in Delhi, between 8am and 8pm, on 

restricted and unrestricted days (January and April) as well as one week before and one week after the April round of the Odd-

Even. In case they have multiple cars, the “primary 4 wheeler” is the vehicle that drivers were using when they were first recruited.

January April

34 percentage 

point reduction 33 pp

reduction
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Did you use any 4 wheeler, 2 wheeler, auto or taxi today?

Policy less effective at reducing use of any private vehicle

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report using any type of private vehicle (primary or other 4 wheeler, 2 wheeler, 

auto or taxi). Riding as a passanger in a carpool arangement is excluded.

January April

16 pp

reduction
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reduction
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All modes of transportation

Statistical significance represented with * p-value < 10%, ** p-value < 5%, ***  p-value < 1%

January April

Unrestricted Restricted 
(change)

Unrestricted Restricted 
(change)

Any private vehicle 66.3%−15.6%*** 65.7%−15.1%***
Primary car 45.6%−33.9%*** 41.1%−32.9%***
Other car 2.8% +3.5%*** 9.9% +9.7%***
Motorcycle 8.8% +7.4%*** 9.0% +3.2%**
Taxi 1.4% +1.0%      . 1.3% +1.0%    .  
Autorickshaw 2.4% +6.8%*** 3.0% +4.6%***

Public transport 15.5%+10.6%*** 7.2% +8.2%***
Metro 8.7% +6.3%*** 4.9% +5.2%***
Bus 5.7% +1.3%     . 2.2% +2.4%***
Carpool 2.3% +3.1%*** 1.2% +1.5%**  .
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Higher switch to other cars in April
From higher base.

Lower switch to public transport in Apri;
From lower base.

Difficult to interpret! 
Short/long advance notice

Winter/summer

Drivers Make 8-10pp Fewer Trips on Restricted Days

Drivers less satisfied on restricted days 
…yet even less satisfied in the absence of Odd-Even

Other Results
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Strong behavioural responses – this blunts the impact of the policy 
and also shields most drivers from inconveniences. 

(Still,) the policy led to a stable, noticeable reduction in traffic 
congestion, with a large impact on driver satisfaction.

Open questions:
Longer term behavioural adjustments?

What is a reasonable target in traffic congestion reduction?

What are viable public transport alternatives for car drivers?

Summary and Next Steps
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Thank you!
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Impact on Traffic Congestion: Methods

Analyze:

Travel time excess delay = travel time above and beyond what 
would be experienced travelling during uncongested conditions.

Measured in minutes per kilometer.

Compare Odd-Even weekdays to the following two weeks.

Compare with typical Sundays.

We average travel time excess delay between 8am and 8pm on all 150 routes, across 
weekdays. We use night-time travel times as an approximation of uncongested conditions 
(free-flow). Approx. 1.6 min/km (or 37.5km/h).

Back.
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Using similar definitions, the excess delay in the London CC area was lower 
by 30% in first two years, and 22% in third year after CC was introduced.

Must keep in mind vastly different spatial, economic and temporal contexts!

How does the 10-12% reduction in excess delay compare to the 
impact of the London Congestion Charge (CC)?

From Transport for London (TfL), Central London Congestion chargingImpacts monitoring, Fourth Annual Report, 

June 2006 page 43. Available at http://content.tfl.gov.uk/fourthannualreportfinal.pdf

London CC area:

Surface area: 21 km2

Number of 4 wheelers (baseline): 
2 lakh

Residents: 1.4 lakh

Charge: GBP 5-11.50

Impact measured over years.

Delhi Odd-Even area:

Surface area: ≈ 1500 km2

Number of 4 wheelers: ≈ 26 lakh

Residents: ≈ 1.6 crore

Impact measured over weeks.

http://content.tfl.gov.uk/fourthannualreportfinal.pdf
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Compare three types of observations:

Unrestricted: odd plates on odd days & vice-versa

Restricted: odd plates on even days & vice-versa

Not during Odd-Even (before or after)

Driver monitoring survey: Methods

ODD plate EVEN plate

January 4th Restricted Unrestricted

January 5th Unrestricted Restricted

January 6th Restricted Unrestricted

January 7th Unrestricted Restricted

… … …
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Did you use another car today?

Low-moderate switch to other cars

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report using any type of 4 wheeler (primary 4 wheeler, other 4 wheeler, or taxi). 

Riding as a passanger in a carpool arangement is excluded.

January April

3.5-10pp increase in use of other car, on restricted days.

Higher levels of use in April, both on restricted and unrestricted days.
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Did you use public transport today?
(bus, metro or carpool)

April

Low-moderate switch to public transport.

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report using any type of public transport (bus, metro or riding as a passenger in 

a carpool)

8-11pp increase in public transport use on restricted days.

Lower levels of use in April, both on restricted and unrestricted days.

January
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Ownership of Another 4 Wheeler Matters 

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who use any private mode of transport (2-wheeler, 4-wheeler, taxi, auto) separately by other 4

wheeler ownership groups. One, two or three stars above the bars on the right imply a statistically significant difference between the two

groups for that bar type. Stars in the center imply a statistically significant difference between the policy impact (unrestricted minus restricted)

for the two groups.

Drivers without another 4 wheeler are less likely to continue 
using a private mode on restricted days.
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Use of Any Private Mode by whether Driver Owns Another Car
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Did you make any kind of trip today?

Drivers Make 8-10pp Fewer Trips on Restricted Days 

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report making any kind of trip within Delhi on the day of the phone survey.

Similar trip rates before, after Odd-Even and on unrestricted days.

This suggests trips on restricted days are cancelled, not rescheduled.

January April
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Did you make any work related trips today?

Re-allocation of work trips

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report an inconvenience during their commute related to traffic congestion.

inconveneince

January April
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Were you satisfied with your commute today?

Slightly lower commute satisfaction on restricted days. 

This bar chart shows the fraction of drivers who report being satiefied with their commute on the day of the phone survey.

Overall, higher satisfaction during Odd-Even.

January April
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Driver monitoring survey: Main Findings

Good compliance with the policy

However: more than half of those who switch away from their 4 
wheeler switch to another private vehicle

Private vehicle = another 4 wheeler,  2 wheeler, taxi or auto.

This represents about 18% of all drivers.

About a third go to public transport
This is about 10% of all drivers.

Drivers make fewer trips on restricted days

Drivers are less satisfied with their commute on restricted days 

…yet they are even less satisfied in the absence of Odd-Even.
Driven by fewer complaints about traffic congestion during Odd-Even.
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Driver Sample Statistics

Number of drivers in the sample 960
Number of interviews 4,189

Male 100%
Age 18-29 41%
Age 30-49 54%
Age over 50 5%

College Education or above 69%
Main activity:

Private (full-time) employment 37.5%
Self-employed 42%
Government employee 6.0%
Student 8.3%

Age of primary 4 wheeler 5.2 years
Owns another 4 wheeler 32.9%
Owns a 2 wheeler 52.0%

Sample selection criteria:
Male

Owns the 4 wheeler

Petrol or diesel vehicle (not CNG or hybrid)

Regular driver in Delhi (≥3 times/week on average)

55% recruited prior to January round, 
the rest recruited prior to April round.

37 petrol pumps (January) and 24 
randomly chosen petrol pumps (April).

Acceptance rate to participate in study: 
50% (April). 

Phone response rate: 
90% (Jan) and 86% (Apr).

Followed same individuals across 
January and April.

49.4% of 4 wheelers have odd license 
plate
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Driver opinions regarding Odd-Even
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Would you support an Odd-Even 
policy implemented for 15 days every 

month? (after April)

A large majority of drivers (69%) supported the policy in January

Similarly a large majority (67%) would agree if it were 
implemented 15 days every month.

Opinions remarkably consistent before January and after April. 
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Driver opinions regarding Odd-Even

Most drivers believe traffic congestion was lower during Odd-Even. 

Response more divided and more uncertainty about pollution reductions.

A large majority believes the policy led many drivers to public transport (which 
objectively did not seem to happen)

Yes No
Don't know/No 

response.

Do you believe the April odd-even policy …

Reduced traffic congestion? 69% 29% 2%

Reduced pollution? 41% 39% 19%

Created inconvenience for many drivers? 38% 46% 15%

Led many drivers to use public transport/carpool? 61% 29% 10%

Some drivers found a way to cheat it? 33% 38% 29%

Some drivers used other cars? 56% 28% 16%

Had some other effects? 5% 81% 14%


